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How to ‘cream’
off more from
milk exports
Page 4

Electrician
puts a
spark into
opera
When an artiste appeared on the stage of
the Molodechno amphitheatre with the
appearance of Stas Mikhailov and voice of
Muslim Magomayev, the audience went crazy.
In Molodechno, Vladimir Alexandrovich
is an explosive performer, gathering a full
house performing the most serious musical
programmes. Accompanied by the M.K.
Ogiński Musical College Symphonic
Orchestra of Molodechno, Vladimir, with
his smart bass baritone sings romances, arias
from operas, songs from the war years and
a variety of classical songs. He is elegant
and ardent on stage and his virtuosity is
accentuated by his haute couture.
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‘Nine kvasses’ for
merchant weddings

If today, we were offered a list of
Belarusian drinks from say, 300
years ago, for sure, we would be very
surprised Page 7
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Belarus-Germany
— 5:2!

The pulse of the
game still continues
to beat in our ears
with its hammer of
victory Page 11

Minsk lives
by hockey
The World Championship has
changed the city, touching even
those corners of life
which are far from sport
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Some facts from life
of local millionaires
According to the data,
nearly 20,000 people
in Belarus have more
than $1 million. Experts
consider that there
should be more
rich people.
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Images shine into the
eyes and force you
to find the habitual
in unusual
The Minsk Museum of
Modern Fine Arts hosts
the exhibition which
visually illustrates
backgrounds of
Belarusian
avant-garde
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Defeats from
unexpected source
The French national
team turned out to
be the troublemakers
in an otherwise
peaceful hockey
tournament
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“PRINCESS CASINO”:
Minsk, Y. Kupaly Str., 25
tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17,
328 69 51

“PRINCESS SLOTS”,
crossroad of Logoysky
CASINO
tract and Minsk
"CENTR DOSUGA":
Ringway,
Minsk, Nemiga Str., 12
TRK«Expobel» tel.
tel. (+375 17)
(+375 17) 261 63 12
200 14 92, 200 42 81
FE “Minsk Princess Hotel” 220030 Minsk, Kirov Str., 13 tax ID101364977
The lisence for carrying out of activity in gambling business № 02310/0277966 given by Ministry of Sport and
Tourism of the Republic of Belarus, for a period since 26.03.2007 until 26.03.2012.

